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Sterling Silver Rings : Adorn Your Fingers

Rings stand as the logo of promise, the epitome of a feeling, the feeling of togetherness. In fact since ages
ring has been reckoned as the reflection of love felt between two souls, and has traveled a lot to gain
today’s chic contour.

July 9, 2010 - PRLog -- Rings stand as the logo of promise, the epitome of a feeling, the feeling of
togetherness. In fact since ages ring has been reckoned as the reflection of love felt between two souls, and
has traveled a lot to gain today’s chic contour. The material and designs of the rings and engagement bands
have bands have also changed over the years. And today, there are arrays of silver rings, CZ solitaire rings
and men’s rings available to choose from. The sterling silver ring is in fact one of the most accepted pieces
due to its permanence, luster and sheer beauty.

In fact the tradition of wearing silver rings is long and can be traced back as far as ancient Greece, Egypt
and Rome. Then the round shape of the engagement ring was believed to represent the timeless bond of
love, a romantic notion indeed however this notion is still loved and cherished by all. As a matter of fact,
silver has been in use for thousands of years’ jewellery, tableware, ornaments, and even in currency. And
now the silver jewelry industry has taken a leap forward with the introduction of sterling silver, the new age
silver for typically made for designing ornaments. Well, the harrowing problem with pure silver is that it is
pretty soft hence it requires to be fortified to make it sturdy enough for jewelry designing. Technology has
gifted the sterling silver, the alloy of sterling silver means that it is stronger and more manageable and is
even shinier and more beautiful.

Well, the reason for this shift is quite understandable. Sterling silver rings containing approximately 92%
silver and 8% other metals, is inexpensive as compared to gold, yet great to hold, good to wear and easy to
possess. Another reason for the immense popularity of the sterling silver rings however lies in its
versatility. As one cannot wear yellow gold or white silver at all occasions, the cool metallic shine of the
sterling silver is just perfect for any occasion, be it the casual party, or be it the everyday office wear.

Studded with specific gemstones, the sterling silver rings can also be the right anniversary gift for your
special someone. Perhaps, the sheer combination of gold and the sterling silver alloy can even make it more
versatile and special, and well it is easier on the pocket. Let the purple hue of the Cubic Zirconia (CZ)
studded ring whisper how very much you love her! Adorn her fingers with the Sterling silver studded with
purple CZ on the second anniversary, pearl beads on the third, topaz colored CZ on the fourth, and sapphire
CZ on the fifth anniversary!

It is perhaps the best time to update your style with the sterling silver rings available at Overstock.com, the
storehouse of tiffany style silver jewelries. Their Silver right hand rings are just the thing to make your
outfit standout.

Click on http://www.overstocksilver.com/sterling-silver-rings.html  for more details.
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